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files.Q: Why are the first three coordinates of a array constant? I have been seeing on some place
that the first three values of the array are constant values, say. For example, struct S{int x, y;}; S
d[3]; const int P_1[3] = {1,2,3}; This makes no sense because those first three are also the first
three values of the array d which have just been initialised with data. A: The idea behind it is for

these initialization statements to be optimized by the compiler; rather than allocating space on the
stack for a temporary, and using a high-level language, which are untenable since that space would
be freed when the scope of the temporary variable ended. This is called the "Variable Length Arrays"
feature of C89, and it's been around in a much lighter form in C99 for a while. There are many other
similar constructions in C89; for example, "designated initializers" for int, which can be expressed

thusly: int d[10]; //... int d[3] = { 0, 1, 2 }; //... int d[5] = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 }; This is an initialization, not
an assignment, and can therefore be guaranteed to be optimizable by the compiler. A: It is an

optimization provided by the compiler. It is not standard. Note, that: int a[3] = { 1, 2, 3 }; isn't valid
for some compilers (i.e. gcc). A: This enables the compiler to optimize storage for (P_1, P_2,
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